The discovery of small RNA, such as miRNA and siRNA, opened a new dimension in gene regulation on the level of transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation (1). To understand the distribution and expression levels of small RNAs is therefore crucial to understand tissue development (2), diseases (3), therapies with xenobiotic medicaments (4) or with small RNAs (5). Furthermore, each cell type, each tissue has a different onset of small RNAs and their expression. Only a large amount of samples from all these tissues will reveal the whole “small RNA-om”. Technologies such as NGS heavily supports the investigations of these small RNA such as that a deep sequencing approach gives a holistic view of a snapshot of the small RNA regulatory activity in a biological sample. With the increasing number of sequence output offered by the different NGS technologies, the analysis of these large numbers of sequences especially for small RNA data analysis become time consuming and prone of errors in respect of the prediction of new small RNAs.

Because NGS produces in one experiment such a large number of sequences the technologies offer to run in parallel several samples labelled with a short barcode sequences. Therefore a typical workflow to analyse such a deep sequencing small RNA data set starts with the identification of these barcodes at the 5’ end of the reads from up to 100 million sequences, remove the barcode sequence and search at the 3’ end for the adaptor sequence and remove also these sequence fragments; logistically not too complex but computational very intensive. An intelligent distribution on different threads per CPU, on a GPU, in a cloud or over the GRID would dramatically reduce this process. The next step is the mapping of these cleaned reads onto the reference genome and find potential precursor sequences from known or new miRNA genes which would fold in a proper stem-loop secondary structure. This second more complex step is also computational demanding but more important includes a process for the selection of the proper folding for the cutting site to produce the mature miRNA and the miRNA. Since the feature of such a folding is quite broad the workflow needs to be flexible and user controllable to adjust a range of parameter to extract a list of significant potential miRNA genes and the corresponding mature miRNA.

We are developing a workflow, which starts with the read processing from multiplexed sequencing data (Illumina) and offers a mapping procedure and a corresponding miRNA recognizing procedure with a range of parameters to adjust the output.
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